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As part of a $45M EDA Travel and Tourism State Grant, Visit California will undertake a fourpoint approach to maximizing economic impact for the state’s entire industry in all travel,
tourism and outdoor recreation segments and regions.
One of the four activities tied to this grant—and directly linked to accelerating statewide recovery
from impacts associated with the Covid-19 pandemic—is a comprehensive statewide strategic
planning project that incorporates the unique needs of each of California’s 12 tourism regions. At
its foundation, this work will leverage Visit California’s Destination Stewardship and Sustainable
Travel Framework, helping to further amplify triple bottom line tourism principles and practices
across the state. To inform the best way to structure this important work, Visit California embarked
on a four-month stakeholder outreach process (January-–April) seeking the insight and perspective
of more than 200 industry stakeholders and partners from all corners of the state.

Stakeholder Outreach Efforts
•

February 16 Winter Board
Meeting: Approximately
165 Board members,
Marketing Advisory
Committee members and
Outlook Forum guests
provided guidance via a
facilitated work Session.

With this guidance as context, Visit California leadership will develop an RFP that may include a
specified project structure and expected outcomes as part of the project scope. Generated by Visit
California, this RFP will be released in the July 2022 timeframe, inviting proposals from qualified
bidders nationwide. It is anticipated that planning work will begin in the fall of 2022.

•

Statewide Stakeholder
Survey: A total of 79 DMO
and industry stakeholders
completed this survey.

This report provides an overview of the full range of inputs from the various stakeholder outreach
efforts that have taken place since January, as well as recommendations for how Visit California
might consider structuring aspects of the statewide planning project to achieve expected industrywide impacts.

•

Interview with GO-Biz.

Overview
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RFP Considerations

Based solely on inputs received from stakeholder outreach
efforts in which our firm was involved, including guidance from
the Winter Board meeting in San Francisco, the survey
administered statewide, and an interview with GO-Biz, we have
developed recommendations we believe will be helpful to Visit
California as it begins writing the Request for Proposals from
qualified bidders.
Our recommendations are organized in the following categories:
• Structure—How the process should be organized
• Inclusion—Who should be included in the process
• Challenges—What challenges should be addressed
• Impacts—What impacts should this effort deliver
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Regional Structure
The vast majority of stakeholders did not disagree
that a regional structure that aligns with California’s
current 12 regions would deliver the greatest
planning and logistics efficiency. It was
acknowledged that the flexibility of such a structure
would help to localize and address the unique needs
of different areas of the state. Further, the regional
structure would provide a valuable organizing
context that supports the principles of Visit
California’s Destination Stewardship Framework. In
this way a regional approach will allow each
strategic plan to best support smart economic
development, honor local culture & heritage and
respect the environment. It will also set the stage for
establishing intra-regional synergies that could be
valuable to maximizing Tourism’s impact across the
state. A possible variant on California’s current
tourism regional structure would be to utilize GOBiz’s 13-region structure, which was indicated by
that organization as a structure to consider.

Planning
Structure

While most of Visit California’s 12 tourism regions did not
indicate disagreement with a regional planning structure,
there were some stakeholders in a handful of regions who
may have questions on this approach. These regions include
San Francisco, Central Coast, Central Valley, High Sierra
and Deserts. This may need further exploration.

Considerations for the RFP
If Visit California chooses a region-by-region
planning structure, whether in its current

configuration or another, it will be important for
bidders to demonstrate how their organizations are
equipped to effectively support concurrent planning
efforts within specified timeframes, assuming there
will likely be more than one tourism master planning
effort taking place at any given time.
Gateway City Consideration
Because there were enough responses to support
doing so, Visit California might consider asking
bidders who respond to the RFP to not only outline
how they would take into consideration the unique
needs of California’s urban gateway cities—San
Diego, Los Angeles and San Francisco—but also
how this planning effort can effectively complement
and potentially surface valuable synergies with
those DMOs, for example, by leveraging best
practices around challenges like workforce and
housing.
Of Note: Region Definition Concerns
Some stakeholders indicated concerns about Visit
California’s current regional boundaries and whether
their communities should stand alone as their own
regions. Because this surfaced as a point of
contention in different areas of the state, Visit
California should carefully consider whether
redefining regions would enhance its ability to
deliver value to industry stakeholders. If so, now
would be the time to make the change so that the
planning process can track to the new configuration.4

Who should be
included

An inclusive process is preferred
All stakeholder outreach efforts suggested a strong
preference for an inclusive planning process from
project start to finish. Most who participated in both
the Winter Board meeting and the statewide
stakeholder survey identified local businesses as
the number one stakeholder group to include.
Categories to include that also rated high were
DMOs, Economic Development partners, Visitors,
Chambers of Commerce, Community Partners,
Residents and Elected Officials. (See page 60 for
survey detail). What follows is an overview of
findings from the survey effort. Additional detail is
provided in the stakeholder survey section of this
report (See pages 53—78 for detail).

4.

Those from the restaurant/retail segment feel
economic development stakeholders are not as
important to include but find community
partners more important to include.

5.

DMOs find all stakeholder groups should be
included in the planning process, especially
multi-generational, underserved populations
and educational institutions. Based on
responses, the rest of the industry respondents
do not find these groups as important to
include.

6.

Underserved populations are an especially
important group to include for those in the High
Sierra and Central Coast regions.

1.

Considerations for the RFP

Stakeholders mostly agree that local
businesses should be included in the planning
process.

2.

The greatest degree of alignment was among
DMOs, accommodations and attractions,
especially on the top five stakeholder groups to
include.

3.

Those from the transportation segment do not
believe DMOs are as important to include and
believe chambers of commerce, community
partners and visitors are more important.

To maximize the number and diversity of voices
heard, Visit California might consider asking bidders
to identify how they would approach the
coordination of doing so while at the same time
ensuring process efficiency. In addition, Visit
California might consider developing and
communicating clear and consistent decision criteria
that will provide parameters for strategic decision
making across regions and how those criteria would
be applied to each planning effort.
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Challenges the Plan Needs to Address
As we heard at the February 16 Winter Board Meeting,
stakeholders have big expectations for the planning
project—and there is a lot of enthusiasm for it.
Visit California has nationally admired track record for
taking bold and courageous leadership positions on a
range of pressing issues, including the importance of
Destination Stewardship and responsible tourism
principles as an overarching context for driving its
strategic decisions and program development and
execution.
While it’s understood that Visit California’s mission is
marketing focused, many of the challenges identified
through the stakeholder outreach efforts are outside the
organization’s direct control yet believed to be within the
realm of its influence. For example, challenges like
workforce/labor shortages, safety infrastructure, and
housing and climate change are considered fundamental
to a healthy, sustainable supply-side tourism economy. In
California, like most other states, these issues have
reached a vibration point. Based on inputs gathered,
stakeholders clearly want the planning effort to include
ways to address them.

Challenges to
Address

Variations
Some of the social issues identified as challenges to
address vary by region. Variances occur primarily along
the urban/rural divide. For example, Shasta Cascade
survey respondents rated housing, homelessness, and
safety lower than other regions with larger population
centers.

Not surprisingly, more urban regions such as
San Francisco Bay Area, San Diego County, Los Angeles
County rated them higher.
Some variation was also evident when comparing what is
considered a regional issue vs. a broader industry issue,
particularly in the homelessness and safety categories.
(See page 61 for survey detail.)
Considerations for the RFP
Because the range of challenges facing California are so
complex, they will require structured, long-term
collaboration with other entities, including those that may
be considered not technically part of the Tourism industry.
The RFP should ask bidders to describe their process for
identifying and prioritizing which issues to tackle through
the planning effort and based on these choices, how they
propose bringing together multiple groups representing
diverse interests across the state to identify best
practices, develop shared strategies and establish
collective impact methods of both executing those
strategies and monitoring their impact.
In addition, Visit California may consider asking bidders
how they will link the tourism plans with those of other
key partner organizations where appropriate, such as the
13 plans that GO-Biz will be developing in a similar
timeframe. As indicated earlier, it may also be important
to determine where Gateway destinations like San Diego,
Los Angeles and San Francisco are in their strategic
planning cycles and how to leverage potential synergies.
Last, Visit California should expect a flexible planning
framework and process to ensure that local challenges
are appropriately balanced with those considered to be
industry-wide in nature.
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Big expectations

Considerations for RFP

This category drew some degree of variation, but
responses gathered were generally closely aligned,
especially when considering the diversity of
California and the significance of some of the
challenges that need to be addressed.

While these discrepancies may not be dramatic,
they do point to what will contribute to a successful
planning effort, especially one of this size and
scope: Consistent communication and clear
expectations setting.

For example, top responses from the Winter Board
meeting poster exercise indicated Destination
Stewardship and safer, cleaner destinations
and a reduction in homelessness were key
impacts, while top responses from the survey were
clearer links between tourism and its impact on
local communities and even stronger brand
perception of California as a destination
(followed by safer, cleaner destinations and
industry-wide support for destination stewardship
and environmental sustainability).

Impacts
planning effort
should deliver

Variation between challenges and impact
expectations
In the survey, we noticed that impacts do not line
up with challenges. For example, while workforce
and economic development are identified as the
top challenges to address, tourism & hospitality
seen as a preferred career choice was the least
important impact and stable jobs for the local
community was only the 5th most important.

While Visit California has an excellent
communications team, bidders should be asked
how they might structure industry-wide and
local/community-based communications to
minimize the chances of misunderstandings or
unrealistic expectations related to outcomes.
Another consideration is that a thoughtful balance
will need to be established in how to care for and
address local needs vs. those that might be seen
as more industry-wide in nature. This may open the
opportunity to think about how Visit California
partners (strategically) with local DMOs (and
possibly other partners like local economic
development agencies) as part of this broader
planning effort. Based on stakeholder inputs to this
process, this project should include ways to
reimagine aspects of what Visit California’s
strategic partnerships look like.
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Appendix

8

Winter Board Meeting Guidance Session

B= Board Responses
M = Marketing Advisory Committee Responses
O = Other Guests Responses
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Winter Board Meeting

The February 16, 2022, Winter Board Meeting included a 75-minute
facilitated work session designed to gather guidance to help Visit
California decide how to design the RFP and structure the project.
Participants included Board Members, Marketing Advisory
Committee members and interested Outlook Forum guests. There
were approximately 165 stakeholders in attendance. Also invited
were organizations interested in submitting proposals once the RFP
is released.
Central to the work session was a poster exercise that included five
project-oriented questions, pre-approved by Visit California. At their
tables, each team was asked to discuss each question and record
their responses on the poster they were provided. What follows are
summarized results of this work. The full table-by-table recaps are
included in the appendix portion of this report.
Preceding the table exercise, a facilitated panel discussion took
place. Panelists included Misti Kerns, President & CEO of Santa
Monica Travel & Tourism, Ron Cohen, President & COO of June
Mountain/Mammoth Mountain and Robert Gleason, President &
CEO of Evans Hotels and Visit California Commissioner. Each
executive provided feedback on the importance of inclusive strategic
planning processes as well as best practices they’ve deployed in
their own internal planning efforts. They also suggested that having
an implementation plan was as important the strategic plan itself. All
three felt that a coordinated statewide tourism plan that included all
regions was essential for California’s overall success as a
destination.
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Summary of Responses
1. Though there was no recorded
disagreement with a region-by-region
approach, the two highest recorded
additional recommendations for
structuring the planning process
included by industry sector and by
consumer interests. Note: It should
not be assumed that these two
recommendations were indicators of
a lack of support for a region-by
region-approach.
2. The highest recorded
recommendations for voices to
include in the planning process were
visitors, local businesses and
community organizations.

Image of poster used for the table exercise.

3. Including the voice of residents was
also recorded as important,
particularly related to how and when

tourism impacts their lives and
communities, and what products and
services their community might offer
visitors.
4. Key challenges facing California that
were identified by participants were
(in rank order): Workforce, Housing,
Building Partnerships with Local
Communities and Incorporating
Destination Stewardship Principles.
5. Participants most frequently defined
success for the project in terms of
greater destination stewardship and
sustainability practices and safer,
cleaner destinations with reduced
homelessness.
A full summary of all inputs from ach table
team is included in the appendix portion
of this report.
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Summary of Board Member Inputs
Based on responses collected on February 16, the six Board groups that completed the exercise are fairly unified in what they believe is key to
a successful planning project. Related to how the planning effort might be organized, the most common responses were tied to industry sector
or consumer interest areas.
There were a few themes that surfaced related to current challenges facing California that need to be addressed as part of this work. Board
members outlined the following as key considerations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Workforce
Housing
Building partnerships with local communities
Incorporating Destination Stewardship principals

All six Board member groups felt that workforce issues are the biggest challenges facing California’s tourism industry. Addressing this and other
issues like housing and reducing homelessness, are understood to be outside of Visit California’s control, yet still appear to be important areas
for the planning project to address. More closely tied to what Visit California can control is an interest in even closer collaboration and
partnership with residents and businesses. Also of note is how Board members envision a successful outcome of a statewide planning effort—
the top vote getter was destination stewardship and environmental sustainability.
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Below is a general count of recurring Board responses to the collaboration exercise at Outlook.
#1: How might we organize the plan?
• By industry or sector
• By consumer interest areas – what visitors come for?
• By visitor categories (groups, solo, families, DINKs)
• By elected officials/DMOs
• By severity of need/COVID-19 impact

4 related responses
4 related responses
2 related responses
2 related responses
2 related responses

#2: Voices to include in the planning process?
• Visitors and consumers
• Local businesses and community organizations
• Residents
• Economic development & non-profit organizations
• Labor and front-line workers
• Underrepresented and underserved communities
• DMOs, and other marketing
• Chambers

4 related responses
4 related responses
3 related responses
3 related responses
3 related responses
2 related responses
2 related responses
2 related responses

#3: Questions to ask residents?
• How and where does tourism impact your life/community?
• What products/experiences can your community offer guests?
• Sustainability/stewardship
• Tourism ambassadors

5 related responses
5 related responses
2 related responses
2 related responses
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Summary of Board Member Inputs Continued
#4: Most pressing challenges to be addressed in a statewide
planning effort
Each row corresponds to the number of groups that ranked it at each respective rank.
(Example: 6 groups ranked workforce as the #1 challenge, 1 group ranked Housing as
the second most important, etc.)
Challenges
Workforce
Housing

1

2

3

2

1

1

Sustainability

1

2

Infrastructure

1

2

Economic Development

1

1

1

Other: Accessibility

8

1
1

1

1
2

1
1

1

1

1

3

1

2

•
•

1

4 related responses
Clearer links between tourism and its impacts on local
communities
3 related responses
A local community that welcomes visitors
3 related responses
Improved infrastructure, especially transportation
3 related responses
Creating career paths in tourism
2 related responses

1

Other: DEI

Other: Regulatory

7

•
1

Other: Public perception

6

•

2

Visitor Management

5

6

Other: Safety, health,
homelessness, petty
crimes

Other: Branding

4

#5: What would success look like?
• Destination stewardship and environmental sustainability
5 related responses
• Safer and cleaner destinations and a reduction in homelessness

2
1

1

1
1
1
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Group B1
Step One: One way to approach this project would be organize
the work according to California’s 12 tourism regions, for
example with one plan created for each region. Are there other
ways to best structure this important work?
• Segment: special interest (e.g., Native American)
• Data-driven regional definition
• Areas where spending happens + where the workers live
• Size of community or impact of community
Step Two: Considering your team’s response to how best to
structure a statewide planning effort, what guidance do you have
on who should be included in the plan development process to
ensure whatever approach we take is inclusive and encourages
all voices to be heard?
• Sustainability groups
• Residents, labor (consumers, travelers)
• DEI groups
• Parks & Recreation
• Land managers

aspect of this work. What does your team believe are the most
important questions we should ask them?
• How can they utilize Visit California platforms? (Paid, owned,
earned)
• How can we help you take advantage of tourism?
• What do you want to be known for? What do you want to do?
• What does sustainability mean to you?
Step Four: This planning work will need to address several
important challenges facing California’s tourism industry. Please
review the example challenges listed below, then rank them in
order of importance relative to their inclusion in a statewide
planning effort.
Rank: 1 = most important
Area of Focus

Rank

Workforce

1

Economic Development

8

Housing

3

Visitor Management

5

Sustainability

2

Infrastructure/Transp.

3

Inclusion & Equity

5

Accessibility

7

Comment
Have done this and need this – but more thoughtfully

Includes cultural, environmental, and health of community
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Group B1 Continued
Step Five: Fast forward 10 years. What impacts do you believe a successful coordinated statewide tourism planning effort will have?
• Better management of natural resources.
• Grow local businesses (Uniquely California)
• Dispersed travel
• Engaged tourism population
• Measurable positive impact
• Income equality
• Tourism as a career
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Group B2
Step One: One way to approach this project would be organize
the work according to California’s 12 tourism regions, for
example with one plan created for each region. Are there other
ways to best structure this important work?
• By need period - seasonality
• Sector types (i.e., attractions, hotels, car rentals, etc.…)
• Traveler types (i.e., groups, leisure, accessibility, DEI)

Step Three: Including the voice of residents will be an important
aspect of this work. What does your team believe are the most
important questions we should ask them?
How does tourism improve quality of life for residents? (Cultural,
culinary events, experiences, etc.…)
What are you most proud of in your community?
What do you want to share?

Step Two: Considering your team’s response to how best to
structure a statewide planning effort, what guidance do you have
on who should be included in the plan development process to
ensure whatever approach we take is inclusive and encourages
all voices to be heard?
• Transportation sectors: public and private
• National organizations: Penla, ASAE, etc.…
• Non-profit organizations
• Industry workers, front-line
• Media/press
• Customers – ARP and leisure
• Residents
• Education (Schools)

Step Four: This planning work will need to address several
important challenges facing California’s tourism industry. Please
review the example challenges listed below, then rank them in
order of importance relative to their inclusion in a statewide
planning effort.
Rank: 1 = most important
Area of Focus

Rank

Workforce

1

Economic Development

2

Housing
Visitor Management
Sustainability
Infrastructure
Safety, health,
homeless, petty crimes
Public Perception

6
7
4
3

Comment
Immigration, training, PR (negative perceptions of
tourism)
Promote development of visitor experience relevant to
the future traveler

Air service, roads, trains

3.5
5

Residents & future labor
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Group B2 Continued
Step Five: Fast forward 10 years. What impacts do you believe a successful coordinated statewide tourism planning effort will have?
• Stronger, more sustainable industry
• Better quality of life for all Californians
• Stronger community support
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Group B3
Step One: One way to approach this project would be organize
the work according to California’s 12 tourism regions, for
example with one plan created for each region. Are there other
ways to best structure this important work?
• By DMO
• By Activity
• By Industry
• By Sub-region
Step Two: Considering your team’s response to how best to
structure a statewide planning effort, what guidance do you have
on who should be included in the plan development process to
ensure whatever approach we take is inclusive and encourages
all voices to be heard?
• Community organizations
• Visitor
• Economic development organizations
• Locals
• DMO leadership
Step Three: Including the voice of residents will be an important
aspect of this work. What does your team believe are the most
important questions we should ask them?
• What don’t you like about tourism?
• What would make the tourism downsides lessen?

Step Four: This planning work will need to address several
important challenges facing California’s tourism industry. Please
review the example challenges listed below, then rank them in
order of importance relative to their inclusion in a statewide
planning effort.
Rank: 1= most important. N/A = table did not provide a rank
Area of Focus
Workforce
Economic Development
Housing
Visitor management
Sustainability
Infrastructure
Regulatory
Inclusion
Safety perception

Rank
1
4
1
7
3
6
5
N/A
N/A

Comment
Currently hot
Including homelessness and workforce

Step Five: Fast forward 10 years. What impacts do you believe a
successful coordinated statewide tourism planning effort will
have?
• Improved lifestyle for locals
• Improved infrastructure
• Preserve wild places
• Tourism more integrated into economic development
• Increased visitor spending
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Group B4
Step One: One way to approach this project would be organize
the work according to California’s 12 tourism regions, for
example with one plan created for each region. Are there other
ways to best structure this important work?
• Areas of consumer interest (e.g., culinary, sports, parks)
• By industry, natural crossovers (car, plane, hotel)
• By need – who got hurt, and who needs help?
• What’s new – “see it again for the very first time”
Step Two: Considering your team’s response to how best to
structure a statewide planning effort, what guidance do you have
on who should be included in the plan development process to
ensure whatever approach we take is inclusive and encourages
all voices to be heard?
• Group travel planners
• Travel agents
• Influencers
• Identified consumer interests
• Voice(s) of consumers
• Greater engagement with event planners

Step Three: Including the voice of residents will be an important
aspect of this work. What does your team believe are the most
important questions we should ask them?
• How do we educate residents on benefits?
• How are you supporting tourism in California?
• How do we create tourism ambassadors from residents?
Step Four: This planning work will need to address several
important challenges facing California’s tourism industry. Please
review the example challenges listed below, then rank them in
order of importance relative to their inclusion in a statewide
planning effort.
Rank: 1 = most important
Scale
(1 = most
important)

Area of Focus

Comment

Workforce

1

Economic development
Housing
Visitor management
Sustainability
Infrastructure
Safety/cleanliness
Expense*/value
Diversity, equity, and
inclusion

3
8
4
6
7

Recruitment, retention, cost of living,
expense*
Expense*
Expense*
Expense*
Expense*
Expense*

2

Homeless, crime, policy, expense*

5

Expense*

*Expense is an indirect influence across all areas of focus.
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Group B4 Continued
Step Five: Fast forward 10 years. What impacts do you believe a successful coordinated statewide tourism planning effort will have?
• Workforce progression
• Career path
• International appeal
• Safer, cleaner, more sustainable cities
• Less homelessness
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Group B5
Step One: One way to approach this project would be organize
the work according to California’s 12 tourism regions, for
example with one plan created for each region. Are there other
ways to best structure this important work?
• By industry (wine, ski resort, etc.)
• Visit purpose
• By guest demographic (Target who is coming)
• Prioritize by pandemic impact
Step Two: Considering your team’s response to how best to
structure a statewide planning effort, what guidance do you have
on who should be included in the plan development process to
ensure whatever approach we take is inclusive and encourages
all voices to be heard?
• City department (public works)
• Chambers
• Community representatives
• Local business community
• Workforce development
• Environmental groups
Step Three: Including the voice of residents will be an important
aspect of this work. What does your team believe are the most
important questions we should ask them?
• How can we be more equitable in tourism?

•
•

Their expectations of tourism
How can we make tourism a benefit to you?

Step Four: This planning work will need to address several
important challenges facing California’s tourism industry. Please
review the example challenges listed below, then rank them in
order of importance relative to their inclusion in a statewide
planning effort.
Rank: 1= most important
Area of Focus
Workforce
Economic development
Housing
Visitor management
Sustainability
Infrastructure
Crime/safety
Public Relations –
optics

Rank

Comment

1
7
2
4
8
6
2
4

Step Five: Fast forward 10 years. What impacts do you believe a
successful coordinated statewide tourism planning effort will
have?
• Clean, affordable, and connected transit infrastructure
• Reduction in homelessness
• Cleanliness
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Group B6
Step One: One way to approach this project would be organize
the work according to California’s 12 tourism regions, for
example with one plan created for each region. Are there other
ways to best structure this important work?
By vertical
By groups of activities
Similar communities (size, urban/rural, budget)
By elected officials

Step Three: Including the voice of residents will be an important
aspect of this work. What does your team believe are the most
important questions we should ask them?
• What do you see as negative impacts of tourism?
• How do you welcome friends, relatives, visitors?
• What should we do to protect/rebuild tourism & serve our
community?
• How do you support your local tourism businesses?

Step Two: Considering your team’s response to how best to
structure a statewide planning effort, what guidance do you have
on who should be included in the plan development process to
ensure whatever approach we take is inclusive and encourages
all voices to be heard?
• Engage with the rational naysayers
• Take inventory of local plans and integrate
• Our workforce
• Underrepresented/underserved communities
• Coalition of business owners (bids, chambers, VCA investors)

Step Four: This planning work will need to address several
important challenges facing California’s tourism industry. Please
review the example challenges listed below, then rank them in
order of importance relative to their inclusion in a statewide
planning effort.
Rank: 1= most important
Area of Focus
Workforce
Economic
development/funding
Housing
Visitor management
experience
Sustainability
Infrastructure
PR – CA brand
tarnished

Rank

Comment

1
5
1
4
3
2

Need to tackle the tough issues head on

3

Note: Group indicated that Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion efforts should be integrated into all the above areas.
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Group B6 Continued
Step Five: Fast forward 10 years. What impacts do you believe a successful coordinated statewide tourism planning effort will have?
• More public & private infrastructure
• Reimagine/restore brand reputation of the Golden State
• Convert residents to advocates
• Be the number one destination for Gen-Z
• Tourism as exemplar of sustainability
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Summary of MAC inputs
The Marketing Advisory Committee (MAC) members wanted to focus the planning effort on the products and experiences that California offers
and what visitors are gravitating toward. In line with this, this group indicated a successful planning effort would produce increased visitor
satisfaction and further strengthen the California’s brand recognition, which, in turn, will generate positive impact for local communities.
The four MAC table teams indicated poor infrastructure, workforce needs, homelessness, public safety, and housing were the most pressing
challenges that need to be addressed. MAC members would like this planning effort to take a proactive stance on visitor management and
destination stewardship across California. Generally, MAC participants indicated the need to attract more sustained visitation that will not
overwhelm infrastructure, resources, or communities.
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Below is a general count of recurring MAC responses to the collaboration exercise at Outlook.
#1: How do we organize the plan?
• By population density (urban vs rural)
• By product offerings/industry (entertainment, outdoors, etc.…)
• By visitor categories (groups, solo, families, DINKs)
• By consumer experience

4 related responses
4 related responses
2 related responses
2 related responses

#2: Voices to include in planning
• Residents
• Visitors
• Government offices and departments
• Marketing organizations and influencers
• Local businesses
• Skeptical travelers and negative voices

4 related responses
3 related responses
3 related responses
2 related responses
2 related responses
2 related responses

#3: Question types to ask residents
• Impacts of tourism on individuals and communities
• What do you want to share with visitors?
• Areas for improvement/negative impact mitigation
• How important is T&T to you? Your community?
• How can we partner?

4 related responses
3 related responses
3 related responses
2 related responses
2 related responses
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#4: Most pressing challenges to be addressed in a statewide planning effort
Each row corresponds to the number of groups that ranked it at each respective rank. (Example: 2 groups ranked workforce as #1 challenge)
Challenges
Workforce
Infrastructure
Housing
Other: Public safety and
homelessness
Visitor Management
Sustainability
Economic Development
Other: Brand management
Other: DEI

1
2
2
1

2
1

3

4

1

1

5

6
1

2

1

7

8

1

2
1

1
2

1

1

1
1
1

1
2
1

#5: What would success look like?
• Visitor satisfaction, brand, and improved visitor management
• Brand recognition (undoing brand tarnishing)
• Reducing seasonality peaks and lows
• Spreading demand across the State
• Increased repeat visitation

1
1

7 related responses

•

Generating positive economic impact in local communities
• Stable jobs for local communities
• Improved living standards
• Upgraded infrastructure

4 related responses

•

Happy residents and communities
• Regular communication and collaboration

2 related responses

•

Sustainable/Destination stewardship

2 related responses
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Group M1
Step One: One way to approach this project would be organize
the work according to California’s 12 tourism regions, for
example with one plan created for each region. Are there other
ways to best structure this important work?
• Urban/Rural planning
• Per product cohesion (wine country, theme parks)
• Split the state by consumer experience/preference

Step Three: Including the voice of residents will be an important
aspect of this work. What does your team believe are the most
important questions we should ask them?
• Is tourism important and why? (alignment)
• If not, why? (We want to know the why)
• Are you proud of your community and why?
• What can tourism do for you?

Step Two: Considering your team’s response to how best to
structure a statewide planning effort, what guidance do you have
on who should be included in the plan development process to
ensure whatever approach we take is inclusive and encourages
all voices to be heard?
• Stakeholders
• Residents
• Regional government officers
• Visitors/customers
• Other marketing organizations (beyond DMOs. Example:
downtown, bids/arts & culture councils)
• Government entities (infrastructure)
• All parts of destination/experience

Step Four: This planning work will need to address several
important challenges facing California’s tourism industry. Please
review the example challenges listed below, then rank them in
order of importance relative to their inclusion in a statewide
planning effort.
Scale
(1 = most
important)

Area of Focus
Workforce
Economic development
Housing
Visitor management
Sustainability
Infrastructure (and
transportation)
Homelessness
Safety

Comment

6
8
7
5
4
1
1
1

*Assuming focus is on immediate needs.
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Group M1 Continued
Step Five: Fast forward 10 years. What impacts do you believe a successful coordinated statewide tourism planning effort will have?
• Guest satisfaction
• Repeat visitation -> market share ultimate high
• Happy and proud residents
• Improved standard of living
• Brand desirability
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Group M2
Step One: One way to approach this project would be organize
the work according to California’s 12 tourism regions, for
example with one plan created for each region. Are there other
ways to best structure this important work?
• By product type (theme parks, urban, outdoor)
• Strategic pillar (leisure, M&C, luxury, international)
• Mega regions (grouping like regions together)
• By visitor type (families, DINKs, outdoors, boomers)
Step Two: Considering your team’s response to how best to
structure a statewide planning effort, what guidance do you have
on who should be included in the plan development process to
ensure whatever approach we take is inclusive and encourages
all voices to be heard?
• International Global View
• Local businesses and stakeholders
• Consumers who are hesitant to travel
• Meetings & conventions
• Media
• Multi-generational (all ages, multicultural)
• Residents and locals
• Political perception (i.e., Mexico post Trump)

Step Three: Including the voice of residents will be an important
aspect of this work. What does your team believe are the most
important questions we should ask them?
• How does it impact workforce issues in your city or neighborhood?
• How does tourism impact you personally?
• What does tourism mean to you?
• What are the hidden gems? What do you like to do?
Step Four: This planning work will need to address several
important challenges facing California’s tourism industry. Please
review the example challenges listed below, then rank them in
order of importance relative to their inclusion in a statewide
planning effort.
Rank: 1= most important
Rank

Area of Focus
Workforce
Economic development
Housing
Visitor management
Sustainability
Infrastructure

1
6
5
2
3
4

Brand

7

Comment

Homelessness

-

Brand tarnished
Safety
Fire
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Group M2 Continued
Step Five: Fast forward 10 years. What impacts do you believe a successful coordinated statewide tourism planning effort will have?
• Balance demand across the state
• Better understanding of sustainable travel. Lead the way globally
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Group M3
Step One: One way to approach this project would be organize
the work according to California’s 12 tourism regions, for
example with one plan created for each region. Are there other
ways to best structure this important work?
• By county
• By population
• By priorities
• By challenges
• By economic impact
• By industry
• By experience (mountain, beach, desert, city)
Step Two: Considering your team’s response to how best to
structure a statewide planning effort, what guidance do you have
on who should be included in the plan development process to
ensure whatever approach we take is inclusive and encourages
all voices to be heard?
• Cultural members
• Steward leaders
• Technology
• Visitors
• Retail
• Lodging
• Residents
• Naysayers/”haters”

•
•
•
•

Entertainment celebrities
Youth
Transportation
Government agencies (USFS, BLM, NPS, Cal Tmns)

Step Three: Including the voice of residents will be an important
aspect of this work. What does your team believe are the most
important questions we should ask them?
• 10-year plan
• How is your life impacted by tourism?
• Why are you here? What experiences?
• Do you understand the value of tourism/visitors?
• How did you end up here?
• What would improve your quality of life?
• What’s missing? Infrastructure, programs, services?
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Group M3 Continued
Step Four: This planning work will need to address several important challenges facing California’s tourism industry. Please review
the example challenges listed below, then rank them in order of importance relative to their inclusion in a statewide planning effort.
Rank: 1 = most important
Rank

Area of Focus
Workforce
Economic development
Housing/homelessness
Visitor Experience
management
Sustainability/stewards
hip
Infrastructure (housing
to transit)
Safety

Comment

1
Unranke
d
1
2

Resident and visitor

Unranke
d
2
3

Step Five: Fast forward 10 years. What impacts do you believe a successful coordinated statewide tourism planning effort will have?
• No brand tarnish
• Economic stability
• Streamlined communication across the board
• Stewardship
• Enhanced customer service
• Stable workforce
• Resident/visitor harmony
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Group M4
Step One: One way to approach this project would be organize
the work according to California’s 12 tourism regions, for
example with one plan created for each region. Are there other
ways to best structure this important work?
By industry group/sector
Brand cover “mothership”. Visit CA first, then regions…
Gateway cities and rural destinations
By audience sector or demographic
Step Two: Considering your team’s response to how best to
structure a statewide planning effort, what guidance do you have
on who should be included in the plan development process to
ensure whatever approach we take is inclusive and encourages
all voices to be heard?
• Employees/staff
• Planning commission
• Transportation
• Localized
• Regional (air, ground)
• Local businesses
• Organized labor
• Visitors
• Residents – get buy in variety

Step Three: Including the voice of residents will be an important
aspect of this work. What does your team believe are the most
important questions we should ask them?
• How do you want to get involved in creating responsible tourism?
• Input on where dollars are needed. I.e., safety/security, parks,
roads, etc.…
• Where do you want to see tax dollars at work?
Step Four: This planning work will need to address several
important challenges facing California’s tourism industry. Please
review the example challenges listed below, then rank them in
order of importance relative to their inclusion in a statewide
planning effort.
Rank: 1= most important
Area of Focus
Workforce
Economic development
Housing
Visitor management
Sustainability
Infrastructure
Reputation
management
Diversity

Rank

Comment

2
7
5
6
3
1
4
8
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Group M4 Continued
Step Five: Fast forward 10 years. What impacts do you believe a successful coordinated statewide tourism planning effort will have?
• Iron out seasonality, always on
• Ease of public transportation especially from airports to destinations
• Industry is seen as solution provider in line with businesses, officials, etc.…
• Ongoing, effective messaging to our stakeholders, during good and bad times
• Inclusivity overall – accessible, accepting.
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Summary
These responses were very wide ranging. There were significant variances in opinions (and possibly background). These stakeholders would
like to see the planning process straightforward and easily accessible to the public. They would like the plan to focus on local communities and
local tourism partners and the impact that travel and tourism is having.
Similar to the Board of Directors and Marketing Advisory Committee, these stakeholders believe that some of the more pressing challenges are
infrastructure upgrades, workforce needs, and housing—all of which are out of Visit California’s direct control, but point to an overarching
sentiment that Visit California can be a strong and influential voice and partner in the process of addressing these (and other) issues impacting
the state’s travel & tourism industry.
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Below is a general count of recurring Other Groups’ responses to the collaboration exercise at Outlook.
#1: How do we organize the plan?
• Geographical regions or counties
• By product or experiences
• Gateway | Urban | Rural
• By industry
• Data driven categorization (i.e., CERF)
#2: Voices to include in planning
• Local tourism partners (CVB/DMO/Chambers)
• Residents
• Local businesses
• Organizations, specialists/consultants in
• (Public health, economic development, environment, arts, and culture)
• Government/politicians
• Infrastructure agencies (urban planning?)
• Visitors
• International travel agencies
• Non-profits
#3: Question types to ask residents
• Impacts of tourism on individuals and communities (good and bad)
• Changes and improvements that need to happen
• What does Quality of Life mean to you, your community?
• What does the ideal visitor look like?

6 related responses
6 related responses
6 related responses
3 related responses
2 related responses
6 related responses
4 related responses
4 related responses
4 related responses
3 related responses
2 related responses
2 related responses
2 related responses
2 related responses

10 related responses
5 related responses
3 related responses
2 related responses
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#4: Top 5 most pressing challenges to be addressed in a statewide planning effort
Each row corresponds to the number of groups that ranked it at each respective rank. (Example: 2 groups ranked workforce as #1 challenge, 1
group ranked workforce #2 challenge, so on…)
Challenges
Infrastructure
Workforce
Housing
Economic Development
Sustainability
Other: Regulatory/Policy environment
Other: Safety
Visitor Management
Other: DEI
Other: Natural disasters
Other: Cannabis
Other: Transportation

•

1
2
2
1
1
1

2
3
1
2

3
1
2
2

4
2
1
3
1

5
1

6

7

3

2

8

1
2

1
1

2
1
1

1

4

1

1
1

1
1
1

Public safety added by 2 of 7 groups with a score of 4.50

#5: What would success look like?
• Sustainability and stewardship of destination (incl. visitor management)
• Improved brand recognition
• Upgraded infrastructure
• Happy residents and strong community partnerships
• Visitor satisfaction is very high
• California as a leader/pioneer in T&T industry

6 related responses
4 related responses
4 related responses
4 related responses
3 related responses
3 related responses
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Group O1
Step One: One way to approach this project would be organize
the work according to California’s 12 tourism regions, for
example with one plan created for each region. Are there other
ways to best structure this important work?
• Business category
• Labor market and economic region (to match the CERF map)
• Need period
• DMO
• Urban/rural
Step Two: Considering your team’s response to how best to
structure a statewide planning effort, what guidance do you have
on who should be included in the plan development process to
ensure whatever approach we take is inclusive and encourages
all voices to be heard?
• Visitors
• International offices
• Media
• Residents
• Workforce broad approach
• Broad based outreach – cast the widest net
• Thought leaders in each industry

Step Three: Including the voice of residents will be an important
aspect of this work. What does your team believe are the most
important questions we should ask them?
• Top 3 challenges/fears you would change?
• What do you appreciate most about tourism?
• What should we invest in?
• What do other destinations have that we need?
• Have you met a visitor, and what did they say/ask?
Step Four: This planning work will need to address several
important challenges facing California’s tourism industry. Please
review the example challenges listed below, then rank them in
order of importance relative to their inclusion in a statewide
planning effort.
Rank: 1= most important
Area of Focus
Workforce
Economic development
Housing
Visitor management
Sustainability
Infrastructure
Brand tarnish
Diversity and inclusion

Rank

Comment

Input
Output
Input
Input
Input
Input
Output
Output

*Not sure why this group chose input/output method of ranking
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Group O1 Continued
Step Five: Fast forward 10 years. What impacts do you believe a successful coordinated statewide tourism planning effort will have?
• Visitor serving
• California as the number 1 destination in the United States
• California as model for sustainability and inclusion
• Talented young workers vying for tourism jobs
• Tourism with a seat at the table
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Group O2
Step One: One way to approach this project would be organize
the work according to California’s 12 tourism regions, for
example with one plan created for each region. Are there other
ways to best structure this important work?
• Access to resources (fire, water, transportation)
• Type of destination offering (wine country, beaches, ski areas,
getaway cities, etc.…)
• Broad and simple geographic regions (North, Central, and South
California)
Step Two: Considering your team’s response to how best to
structure a statewide planning effort, what guidance do you have
on who should be included in the plan development process to
ensure whatever approach we take is inclusive and encourages
all voices to be heard?
• Local partners
• Residents
• CVB/DMO/Chambers
• Visitors
• Transportation/infrastructure
• Elected officials
Step Three: Including the voice of residents will be an important
aspect of this work. What does your team believe are the most
important questions we should ask them?
• Destination management (trash, traffic, over tourism)

•

Extending benefit of tourism to more businesses, especially small
businesses.

Step Four: This planning work will need to address several
important challenges facing California’s tourism industry. Please
review the example challenges listed below, then rank them in
order of importance relative to their inclusion in a statewide
planning effort.
Rank: 1= most important
Area of Focus
Workforce
Economic development
Housing
Visitor management
Sustainability
Infrastructure
Diversity, equity, and
inclusion (DEI)

Rank

Comment

4
1
5
3
6
2
7

Step Five: Fast forward 10 years. What impacts do you believe a
successful coordinated statewide tourism planning effort will
have?
More public infrastructure – better transportation, wider WIFI access
Responsible travelers
California seen as a leader in innovation, sustainability, etc.…
More resources to mitigate challenges that contribute to brand
tarnishment
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Group O3
Step One: One way to approach this project would be organize
the work according to California’s 12 tourism regions, for
example with one plan created for each region. Are there other
ways to best structure this important work?
• By county
• By gateway
• Type of destination (urban, rural, outdoors, etc.)
• By experience
Step Two: Considering your team’s response to how best to
structure a statewide planning effort, what guidance do you have
on who should be included in the plan development process to
ensure whatever approach we take is inclusive and encourages
all voices to be heard?
• State > City > Community
Step Three: Including the voice of residents will be an important
aspect of this work. What does your team believe are the most
important questions we should ask them?
• Sentiment of tourism/over tourism
• Do they understand the economic impact of tourism in their
community?

Step Four: This planning work will need to address several
important challenges facing California’s tourism industry. Please
review the example challenges listed below, then rank them in
order of importance relative to their inclusion in a statewide
planning effort.
Rank: 1= most important
Area of Focus
Workforce
Economic development
Housing
Visitor management
Sustainability
Infrastructure
Natural disasters
Regulatory environment

Scale
(1 = most
important)
1
4
3
5
6
2
7
Unranked

Comment
Immigration policy and Training/Workshops

Step Five: Fast forward ten years. What impacts do you believe a
successful coordinated statewide tourism planning effort will
have?
• Flexible adaptable framework
• Positive synergy between community and tourism economy
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Group O4
Step One: One way to approach this project would be organize
the work according to California’s 12 tourism regions, for
example with one plan created for each region. Are there other
ways to best structure this important work?
• By need and resident sentiment
• By region
• By pillars
• Travel trends
• Culturally
• Nature
Step Two: Considering your team’s response to how best to
structure a statewide planning effort, what guidance do you have
on who should be included in the plan development process to
ensure whatever approach we take is inclusive and encourages
all voices to be heard?
• Residents
• All businesses that serve/support the visitor economy
• Underserved communities
• Economic development
• Arts and culture community
• Health officials
• Environmental organizations
• Workforce development groups

Step Three: Including the voice of residents will be an important
aspect of this work. What does your team believe are the most
important questions we should ask them?
• Do you understand what tourism brings?
• What are some of the negative aspects to business/community?
• How do you define good quality of life?
• Priorities – how would you like to see destination evolve?
• What do you think the most unique aspect(s) of the destination is?
• What’s the “secret sauce”?
Step Four: This planning work will need to address several
important challenges facing California’s tourism industry. Please
review the example challenges listed below, then rank them in
order of importance relative to their inclusion in a statewide
planning effort.
Rank: 1= most important
Area of Focus

Rank

Workforce
Economic development
Housing

3
5
1

Visitor management
Sustainability
Infrastructure
Diversity, equity, and
inclusion (DEI)
Cannabis

6
7
2
4
8

Comment

Homelessness, affordable housing – can’t get workforce
without housing.
Experience management
Hemp
Fire, roads, bridges
Education
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Group O4 Continued
Step Five: Fast forward 10 years. What impacts do you believe a successful coordinated statewide tourism planning effort will have?
• California viewed as the ‘gold standard’ for DEI, sustainability, and solving homelessness
• Strong and improved resident sentiment
• Radically inclusive
• Polish the brand of California
• Cannabis and hemp leader globally
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Group O5
Step One: One way to approach this project would be organize
the work according to California’s 12 tourism regions, for
example with one plan created for each region. Are there other
ways to best structure this important work?
• By target demographic (example: Gen-Z)
• Wide geographical regions (Northern, Southern, Sierras)
• Urban | Rural
• Experiences | Niches
Step Two: Considering your team’s response to how best to
structure a statewide planning effort, what guidance do you have
on who should be included in the plan development process to
ensure whatever approach we take is inclusive and encourages
all voices to be heard?
• International offices
• Visit California headquarters
• Regional local governments
• Local business
• Lodging and accommodation
• Attractions
• Touring
• Environmental specialists

Step Three: Including the voice of residents will be an important
aspect of this work. What does your team believe are the most
important questions we should ask them?
• What benefit do you see in international travel to your region?
• How could they benefit your community to be sustainable?
• What challenges/downsides have you experienced from tourism?
Step Four: This planning work will need to address several
important challenges facing California’s tourism industry. Please
review the example challenges listed below, then rank them in
order of importance relative to their inclusion in a statewide
planning effort.
Rank: 1= most important
Area of Focus

Scale
(1 = most
important)

Workforce
Economic development
Housing*
Visitor management
Sustainability*

2
4
3
6
1

Infrastructure
Safety*

5
7

Widening inequality of
income/wealth

Backdrop

Comment
This industry requires the right talent

This covers all aspects: must be
sustainable from all sides
Guns, crime, fire, health, homelessness.
Access to care if you get sick – especially
for international visitors
*
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Group O5 Continued
Step Five: Fast forward 10 years. What impacts do you believe a successful coordinated statewide tourism planning effort will have?
• Gen Z believes in and lives the American Dream
• More collaboration, resulting in more connection between regions
• Sustainable environment (peace and love)
• Happy residents, valuing and welcoming tourists and visitors
• Inclusion
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Group O6
Step One: One way to approach this project would be organize
the work according to California’s 12 tourism regions, for
example with one plan created for each region. Are there other
ways to best structure this important work?
• Regions with subsets based on commonalities (example: ski
resorts)
• By geography
Step Two: Considering your team’s response to how best to
structure a statewide planning effort, what guidance do you have
on who should be included in the plan development process to
ensure whatever approach we take is inclusive and encourages
all voices to be heard?
• DMO Boards
• Non-profits
• County CEO
• City/town manager or CEO
• California product ‘user’
• Land managers
• EDAs
• EDCs

Step Three: Including the voice of residents will be an important
aspect of this work. What does your team believe are the most
important questions we should ask them?
• What are the benefits of tourism for our town?
• What would happen without tourism in our community?
• What are tourism impacts in your life and region?
• Diversity, equity, and inclusion – how do you feel about it?
• What does the perfect visitor look like?
Step Four: This planning work will need to address several
important challenges facing California’s tourism industry. Please
review the example challenges listed below, then rank them in
order of importance relative to their inclusion in a statewide
planning effort.
Rank: 1 = most important
Area of Focus

Rank

Workforce
Economic development
Housing
Visitor management

4
4
2
6

Sustainability
Infrastructure
Transportation
Policy

6
1
Unranked
2

Comment

California’s market share. Address brand
loss/erosion/tarnish
Air access, community linkage
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Group O6 Continued
Step Five: Fast forward 10 years. What impacts do you believe a successful coordinated statewide tourism planning effort will have?
• California could set gold standard model to influence other U.S. States
• All tell the same story
• Changed visitor behavior that allows us to be sustainable, maintain or expand state market share.
• Increase share of wallet
• Increase length of stay
• Increase visitor spending
• Increased income from tourism, not necessarily tourism volume
• Stewardship and environmental leadership in the U.S.
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Group O7
Step One: One way to approach this project would be organize
the work according to California’s 12 tourism regions, for
example with one plan created for each region. Are there other
ways to best structure this important work?
• Industry
• Need
• Sub regions
• Data & trends
Step Two: Considering your team’s response to how best to
structure a statewide planning effort, what guidance do you have
on who should be included in the plan development process to
ensure whatever approach we take is inclusive and encourages
all voices to be heard?
• Front line workers
• Elected officials
• Academics
• Residents
• Industry
• Commissions
• Associations
• Historical parks
• Public lands
• Economic development organizations
• Non-profit organizations

•
•
•

Infrastructure
Historical lens
Workforce development organizations\

Step Three: Including the voice of residents will be an important
aspect of this work. What does your team believe are the most
important questions we should ask them?
• What benefit does tourism bring to your region?
• What support do you need?
• What are the challenges due to tourism?
• What type of visitors would you like to see?
• What would you change?
• What would you say to a tourist about your destination?
• How familiar are you to economic benefits of tourism?
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Group O7 Continued
Step Four: This planning work will need to address several important challenges facing California’s tourism industry. Please review
the example challenges listed below, then rank them in order of importance relative to their inclusion in a statewide planning effort.
Rank: 1 = most important
Area of Focus

Rank

Workforce
Economic development
Housing

Unranked
Unranked
1

Visitor management
Sustainability

Unranked
Unranked

Infrastructure

Unranked

Streamlined crisis
communications
Resident engagement and
support
Safety

Unranked

Comment
Qualified workforce
Affordable housing
Unhoused people
•
•
•
•
•

Water
Traffic
Water
Traffic
Transportation

Unranked
Unranked

Health and crime

Step Five: Fast forward 10 years. What impacts do you believe a successful coordinated statewide tourism planning effort will have?
• More public infrastructure
• Sustainability and decreased carbon footprint
• Perception of safety
• Well-staffed tourism sector (workforce pipeline)
• Ease of movement
• Return to joy of travel
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Group O8
Step One: One way to approach this project would be organize
the work according to California’s 12 tourism regions, for
example with one plan created for each region. Are there other
ways to best structure this important work?
• Rural/Gateway
• Access/Transport/Airports
• Industry Segments
Step Two: Considering your team’s response to how best to
structure a statewide planning effort, what guidance do you have
on who should be included in the plan development process to
ensure whatever approach we take is inclusive and encourages
all voices to be heard?
• Elected officials (multi-level)
• Community ambassador (all inclusive)
• Self-assessed stakeholders
• State/national parks, etc.
Step Three: Including the voice of residents will be an important
aspect of this work. What does your team believe are the most
important questions we should ask them?
• Strengths and weaknesses of destination communities
• Do you know economic impact of tourism?
• Positives of tourism?
• Define good quality of life?

Step Four: This planning work will need to address several
important challenges facing California’s tourism industry. Please
review the example challenges listed below, then rank them in
order of importance relative to their inclusion in a statewide
planning effort.
Rank: 1 = most important
Area of Focus

Rank

Workforce*
Economic development
Housing*
Visitor management
Sustainability*
Infrastructure*
Homelessness
Destination
management

3
Unranked
2
Unranked
4
1
Unranked
Unranked

Comment

*All interconnected

Step Five: Fast forward 10 years. What impacts do you believe a
successful coordinated statewide tourism planning effort will
have?
• More public infrastructure
• Collaborative relationship between segments
• Happy, respectful travelers and residents
• Remove politics from issues
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Group O9
Step One: One way to approach this project would be organize
the work according to California’s 12 tourism regions, for
example with one plan created for each region. Are there other
ways to best structure this important work?

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Step Four: This planning work will need to address several
important challenges facing California’s tourism industry. Please
review the example challenges listed below, then rank them in
order of importance relative to their inclusion in a statewide
planning effort. Rank: 1= most important

By experience
Gateways
Regionality is irrelevant
Persona
See diagram on right

Tertiary

Secondary

Gateway

Step Two: Considering your team’s response to how best to
structure a statewide planning effort, what guidance do you have
on who should be included in the plan development process to
ensure whatever approach we take is inclusive and encourages
all voices to be heard?
•
•
•
•

Empathetic interviews with different groups
Smaller stakeholders
Interviews with front-line workers
Residents

Step Three: Including the voice of residents will be an important
aspect of this work. What does your team believe are the most
important questions we should ask them?

Benefit education of value
What is the ideal look of our destination?
Locals experience with tourists?
Job nexus to tourism

Area of Focus

Rank

Workforce
Economic development
EE housing
Visitor management
Sustainability
Infrastructure
Safety
Quarantine timelines

1
5
4
6
7
3
2
Unranked

Comment
Incentives

Urban and rural
Visitors needs to feel safe

Step Five: Fast forward 10 years. What impacts do you believe a
successful coordinated statewide tourism planning effort will
have?
• More dollars for marketing
• Spend more for incremental impact
• Cutting edge of innovation for the brand, then marketing
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Statewide Stakeholder Survey Results
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This report is a summary of the survey conducted by Coraggio Group on behalf of Visit California. The purpose of
this effort was to gather insights and recommendations from industry partners across the state as Visit California
prepares to launch an RFP process that will support the industry statewide in developing destination management
plans. A total of 79 stakeholders responded to the survey. Representations made in this report are based solely
on the survey responses received.
The survey sought feedback in four key areas:

1. How should the plan be organized?
Overall, stakeholders agree with organizing the planning process by by California’s 12 tourism regions.
Those who disagree, are unsure if their destination fits within their designated region, or believe their
destination is large enough to be its own region.

2. Who should be included in the planning process?
There is strong consensus for including local businesses as part of the planning process, followed by DMOs,
economic development organizations, visitors, and chambers of commerce.

3. What are the most important challenges to address?
Stakeholders find all the challenges as important to address but indicate labor/workforce challenges as
especially critical to address in the planning process. Stakeholders feel that some of the challenges are more
important at the state level than in their regions.

Executive
Summary

4. What impacts should the planning effort deliver?
Stakeholders want the planning process to produce clearer links between tourism and its impact on local
communities and a stronger brand perception of California as a destination. However, the most important
impacts differ by region with each region having different criteria for success.
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Demographics: Tourism Industry Segment

N = 79

What tourism industry segment do you represent?
Transportation, 5%

Restaurant/
Retail, 10%

Attractions, 22%

Destination Marketing/
Management
Organization, 38%

Accommodations, 25%
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Demographics: Region

N = 79

Please select the tourism region where your business/organization is located.
25%

20%

20%

15%

11%

10%

11%

11%
9%

5%

8%

8%
5%

5%

5%

4%

3%

0%
San
Francisco
Bay Area

High Sierra Central CoastInland Empire

Shasta
Cascade

North Coast Central Valley Gold Country Los Angeles
County

Orange
County

San Diego
County

Deserts
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Winter Board Meeting Participation

N = 78

Did you participate in the facilitated planning exercise at the Winter Board meeting
during the February 2022 Outlook Forum?

Yes, 27%

No, 73%
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Do you agree with organizing this strategic
planning process by regions?
No, 13%

Yes, 87%

How should the plan be organized?

Summary
•

Stakeholders overwhelmingly agree that the planning
process should be organized by the 12 regions set out in
California’s Tourism Marketing Act.

•

Those who disagree are largely DMOs and those in the
High Sierra, Central Valley, Central Coast, San Francisco,
and Deserts regions.

•

Stakeholders who disagree largely feel their areas do not
fit with the rest of their designated region and should be
separated or would fit in another region better.
Stakeholders from Truckee and Lake Tahoe felt strongly
that their destination was large enough to deserve its own
region with 15M visitors per year.

Quotes from respondents
“Lake Tahoe and Truckee must be their own region. We can not express this
strongly enough to ensure this large effort has useful returns. Think more like
DMA's - and perceptions of travel destinations.”
“I am not sure about this. There is such a diverse group of destinations on the
central coast ,and they all have varying priorities. It may work but would like to
learn more about the process.”
“The state & Go Biz, now use a different set of regions to divide the state. It
would seem aligning with that might make more sense.”
“New here, so my answer may be a yes. Data should drive this decision (e.g.
visitor migration patterns, domestic vs. international idiosyncrasies and
physical or market segment parallels).”

“We should be located with Napa as the Suisun Valley is more in the Napa
region than the Central Valley.”
“High Sierra has overlaps into Central Valley and literally cuts into it...I believe
they benefit from double dipping. (according the tourism directors in parts of
that region)”
“'The Desert region is far too broad. With the development of the lithium
industry, the Imperial Valley is projected to have huge growth over the next
18months. The Imperial Valley also borders Mexico and provides unique
International travel opportunities as well as extensive off road and desert
opportunities. I believe (at most) the desert region should include the Imperial
Valley and Palm Springs area combined but that it could also be its own area.”

“San Francisco is an entirely different destination than is Sonoma County. I
would put each of the large urban cities/megalopolis' into their own region.”
“I wish you had a "not sure." Lake Tahoe has 15m visitors per year and 60,000
residents. We definitely share rural High Sierra characteristics, but often "act"
like an urban attraction.”
“We strongly recommend shaping Truckee and Lake Tahoe as its own strategic
region.”
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Summary
Local Businesses

86%

DMOs

72%

Economic Development

71%

Visitors

69%

Chambers of Commerce

68%

Community Partners

59%

Residents

58%

Elected Officials

50%

Multi-generational perspectives

•

Stakeholders agree that local businesses should be
included in the planning process.

•

There is alignment between DMOs, accommodations and
attractions, especially on the top five stakeholder groups.

•

Those from the transportation segment do not believe
DMOs are as important to include and believe chambers of
commerce, community partners and visitors are more
important.

•

Those from the restaurant/retail segment feel economic
development stakeholders are not as important to include
but find community partners more important to include.

•

DMOs find all stakeholder groups should be included in the
planning process, especially multi-generational,
underserved populations and educational institutions.
Based on responses, the rest of the industry respondents
do not find these groups as important to include.

•

Underserved populations are an especially important group
to include for those in the High Sierra and Central Coast
regions.

41%

International Partners

36%

Underserved populations

35%

Labor and Front-Line Workers

32%

Educational institutions

28%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Who should be included in the planning process?

Very important

Region Challenges

Summary

California Tourism Industry Challenges

5

•

Stakeholders believe all the challenges are important
and need to be included in the statewide planning
effort but find labor/workforce as the most critical to
address.

•

While still important to be addressed regionally, many
feel these challenges are more critical statewide,
especially challenges around homelessness and
safety.

•

Regions on the coast find these challenges more
important than regions inland, including homelessness.

•

Aside from labor/workforce and economic
development, stakeholders from the Shasta Cascade
region did not find many of these challenges as
important to address.

•

Stakeholders believe climate change and wildfires are
additional challenges the planning effort should also
consider addressing.

4.59 4.58
4.14 4.24

4

4.23

4.09

4.07 4.10

4.26
3.86

3.95

4.19

4.12
3.73

Not at all important

3

2

1
Labor/
Workforce

Economic
Development

Housing

Infrastructure Homelessness

Visitor
Management

Safety

What are the most important challenges to address both at
the regional level and for the industry statewide?

Quotes from respondents
“Regional tourism cooperation. (For example, LAX serves OC as well as LA.
How can the airport as well as ground transportation serve everyone?).”

“Transportation availabilities if not already included in the Infrastructure
category.”

“Natural resources protection.”

“Data collaborations among DMOs and the state to better understand the
economic capacity of visitors to the state.”

“Ongoing Drought and fire prevention, including issues regarding the inability
for new businesses, new homeowners to access affordable insurance if
region or part of region is a designated fire risk (all of California, practically).
This is a huge impediment to growth and to keeping tourism businesses alive
through succession.”
“Responsible Recreation and Improved Access to Public Lands -- with
infrastructure in place (parking at trailheads, public transportation, restrooms
at trailheads, interpretive signage, trash & recycling containers, etc.) at
outdoor recreation access points.”

“Policy decision during a pandemic that match with destinations in other
competitive states. The group travel and convention business has been
disseminated in California due overly restrictive travel policy and legacy
business for the state has been loss to more states with a more realistic
travel and meeting policy decisions.”
“'Tax Reform. Sales Tax and TOT are most regressive form of tax, because
service and wholesale sector are not equally taxed. Reform tax to tax on GDP
and drop tax to 3% statewide."

“Fire abatement, preparedness; water (drought).”
“Long term infrastructure to serve a higher demand for destination usage and
residency (a natural outcome of beautiful towns) - i.e. public toilets, public
transportation that is sophisticated.”
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Summary

Average Ranking
Clearer links between tourism and its impact on local
communities
Even stronger brand perception of California as a
destination

5.2

•

Stakeholders were asked to rank the impacts by
priority that a successful, coordinated statewide
planning effort would deliver. Stakeholders are tied
for the top two impacts around clearer links
between tourism and its impact on local
communities and a stronger brand for California.

•

Impacts do not line up with challenges, while
workforce and economic development are the top
challenges, tourism & hospitality seen as a
preferred career choice was the least important
impact for stakeholders and stable jobs for the local
community was only the 5th most important.

•

DMOs do not believe a stronger brand perception
is as important as other stakeholders feel.

•

Feelings about impacts vary widely vary widely by
region, which will be a factor to consider once
planning work begins.

5.2

Safer, cleaner destinations

5.0

Industry-wide support for destination stewardship and
environmental sustainability

4.8

Stable jobs for local communities

4.6

Improved transportation infrastructure

4.0

More balanced visitor demand across California

3.8

Tourism & Hospitality seen as a preferred career
choice

3.5
1

2

Low Priority

3

4

5

6

7

8

High Priority

What impacts should the planning effort deliver?

Quotes from respondents
“Planning is important. We need to address the threats in our planning and how
we would over come as the world is changing around us. We need to stay most
objective as leaders.”
“Resilient destinations, able to manage and mitigate crisis/natural disasters.”
“Addressing threats from wildfires and water shortages.”
“Additional support with Federal and State land management agencies (National
Forests, State Parks, BLM) to provide infrastructure to support growth of outdoor
recreation tourism -- a significant product in the California brand. More support
regarding prevention of wildfires.”
“More connectivity to the state's network of colleges and universities in an effort
to better study and articulate the economic complexities of tourism and its
benefits across the state.”

“Industry-wide support and resources to promote diversity, equity, and
inclusion.”
“Need for more workforce housing and universal health that is not paid for solely
by employment.”
'Less dependency upon gateway cities for bulk of tourism impact.”
“The less populated (less funded) destinations should be 1. financially assisted
in passing TMD's to make them more stable. 2. Matching funding program
should be implemented differently to allow for the region to be recognized fully we don't have Disneyland to help fund those in the more rural regions. How does
it become more equitable? The rural regions have more owner operators that
serve double/triple duty in their communities. Perhaps there can be
administrative support? .”

“Including Farmers and small batch food artisans is vital!”
“Combine our industry partners, government officials, and citizens to understand
the greater good of tourism.”
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Plan Organization by Tourism Industry Segment

N = 79

The statewide planning effort likely will be organized by the 12 tourism regions set out in California’s Tourism
Marketing Act. Do you agree with organizing this strategic planning process by these regions?
No

Yes

Transportation
0%

100%

Restaurant/Retail
0%

100%

Accommodations
0%

100%

Attractions

6%

94%

Destination Marketing/Management Organization

30%
0%

10%

20%

30%

70%
40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Percent of Respondents
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Plan Organization by Region

N = 79

The statewide planning effort likely will be organized by the 12 tourism regions set out in California’s Tourism
Marketing Act. Do you agree with organizing this strategic planning process by these regions?
No
San Diego County
0%

100%

Orange County
0%

100%

Los Angeles County
0%

100%

Inland Empire
0%

100%

Gold Country
0%

100%

North Coast
0%

100%

Shasta Cascade
0%

100%

San Francisco Bay Area

13%

Central Coast

Yes

88%
22%

78%

Central Valley

33%

67%

High Sierra

33%

67%

Deserts

50%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

50%

60%

Percent of Respondents

70%

80%

90%

100%
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Who Should be Included by Tourism Industry Segment

N = 78

Creating an inclusive planning process is a top priority. What recommendations do you have on who should be
included in the plan development process?
Column %
Local Businesses

Destination
Marketing/Managem Accommodations
ent Organization
83%
90%

Attractions

Restaurant/Retail

Transportation

Average

81%

88%

100%

86%

DMOs

93%

60%

69%

50%

25%

72%

Economic Development

87%

70%

69%

25%

50%

71%

Visitors

80%

60%

69%

50%

75%

69%

Chambers of Commerce

70%

75%

63%

38%

100%

68%

Community Partners

70%

50%

44%

63%

75%

59%

Residents

77%

55%

50%

25%

25%

58%

Elected Officials

67%

50%

50%

13%

0%

50%

Multi-generational perspectives

63%

35%

31%

13%

0%

41%

International Partners

43%

30%

31%

38%

25%

36%

Underserved populations

57%

20%

25%

13%

25%

35%

Labor and Front-Line Workers

40%

25%

25%

38%

25%

32%

Educational institutions

43%

30%

19%

0%

0%

28%
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Who Should be Included by Region

N = 78

Creating an inclusive planning process is a top priority. What recommendations do you have on who should be
included in the plan development process?

Local Businesses

86%

89%

100%

100%

60%

San
Francisco
Bay Area
88%

DMOs

71%

89%

67%

100%

80%

75%

78%

0%

44%

50%

100%

67%

72%

Economic Development

86%

56%

67%

100%

100%

56%

89%

50%

44%

100%

50%

100%

71%

Visitors

71%

67%

50%

100%

80%

69%

67%

50%

44%

100%

100%

67%

69%

Chambers of Commerce

100%

78%

67%

75%

20%

63%

78%

100%

67%

100%

25%

33%

68%

Community Partners

14%

67%

33%

100%

20%

69%

78%

100%

44%

75%

75%

67%

59%

Residents

57%

67%

50%

100%

40%

50%

67%

50%

33%

75%

50%

100%

58%

Elected Officials

57%

67%

17%

75%

60%

44%

56%

50%

22%

50%

75%

67%

50%

Multi-generational perspectives

43%

67%

17%

75%

20%

38%

56%

50%

11%

25%

75%

33%

41%

International Partners

43%

44%

0%

25%

60%

56%

22%

0%

11%

50%

75%

0%

36%

Underserved populations

29%

67%

17%

25%

20%

25%

67%

50%

0%

50%

50%

33%

35%

Labor and Front-Line Workers

14%

56%

17%

25%

0%

31%

44%

50%

44%

25%

25%

33%

32%

Educational institutions

14%

44%

17%

25%

20%

25%

44%

50%

0%

25%

50%

67%

28%

Column %

Shasta
High
Cascade Sierra

North
Coast

Gold
Central
Country Valley

Los
Central
Inland
Orange
Deserts
Angeles
Coast
Empire
County
County
89%
50%
89%
75%
75%

San
Diego Average
County
100%
86%
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California Industry Challenges by Tourism Industry Segment

N = 78

The statewide planning effort will need to address several long-term critical challenges facing California’s
tourism industry. Please review the examples of challenges listed below, then rank their importance relative to
their inclusion in a statewide planning effort.
Very important

Destination Marketing/Management Organization

Accommodations

Attractions

Restaurant/Retail

Transportation

Average

5

4

Not at all important

3

2

1
Labor/Workforce

Homelessness

Economic Development

Safety

Visitor Management

Housing

Infrastructure
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Regional Challenges by Tourism Industry Segment

N = 78

Visit California understands this planning effort will also need to address several long-term critical challenges
facing your region of the state. Please review the examples of challenges listed below, then rank their
importance relative to their inclusion in this planning effort.
Very important

Destination Marketing/Management Organization

Accommodations

Attractions

Restaurant/Retail

Transportation

Average

5

4

Not at all important

3

2

1
Labor/Workforce

Housing

Economic Development

Infrastructure

Visitor Management

Homelessness

Safety
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California Industry Challenges by Region

N = 78

Very important

The statewide planning effort will need to address several long-term critical challenges facing California’s
tourism industry. Please review the examples of challenges listed below, then rank their importance relative to
their inclusion in a statewide planning effort.
Shasta Cascade

High Sierra

North Coast

Gold Country

Central Valley

San Francisco Bay Area

Central Coast

Deserts

Inland Empire

Los Angeles County

Orange County

San Diego County

Average

5

4

Not at all important

3

2

1
Labor/Workforce

Homelessness

Economic Development

Safety

Visitor Management

Housing

Infrastructure
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Regional Challenges by Region

N = 78

Very important

Visit California understands this planning effort will also need to address several long-term critical challenges
facing your region of the state. Please review the examples of challenges listed below, then rank their
importance relative to their inclusion in this planning effort.
Shasta Cascade

High Sierra

North Coast

Gold Country

Central Valley

San Francisco Bay Area

Central Coast

Deserts

Inland Empire

Los Angeles County

Orange County

San Diego County

Average

5

4

Not at all important

3

2

1
Labor/Workforce

Housing

Economic Development

Infrastructure

Visitor Management

Homelessness

Safety
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Impacts by Tourism Industry Segment

N = 73

Fast forward 10 years. What impacts do you believe a successful, coordinated statewide tourism planning
effort should deliver? From the list below, please rank in priority order.

High Priority

Destination Marketing/Management Organization

Accommodations

Attractions

Restaurant/Retail

Transportation

Average

8
7
6
5
4

Low Priority

3
2
1
Clearer links
Even stronger brand
between tourism and
perception of
its impact on local
California as a
communities
destination

Safer, cleaner
destinations

Industry-wide
support for
destination
stewardship and
environmental
sustainability

Stable jobs for local
communities

Improved
transportation
infrastructure

More balanced
Tourism &
visitor demand Hospitality seen as a
across California
preferred career
choice
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Impacts by Region

N = 73

High Priority

Fast forward 10 years. What impacts do you believe a successful, coordinated statewide tourism planning
effort should deliver? From the list below, please rank in priority order.
Shasta Cascade

High Sierra

North Coast

Gold Country

Central Valley

San Francisco Bay Area

Central Coast

Deserts

Inland Empire

Los Angeles County

Orange County

San Diego County

Average

8
7
6
5

Low Priority

4
3
2
1
Clearer links
Even stronger brand
between tourism and
perception of
its impact on local
California as a
communities
destination

Safer, cleaner
destinations

Industry-wide
support for
destination
stewardship and
environmental
sustainability

Stable jobs for local
communities

Improved
transportation
infrastructure

More balanced
Tourism &
visitor demand Hospitality seen as a
across California
preferred career
choice
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Your advice and guidance are both timely and important. Do you have any additional advice you would like Visit
California to consider as we continue the process of structuring a statewide planning effort? Please indicate
your thoughts below.
“Rural regions without the big stake holders struggle with funding that leads
to limited staffing that leads to the BOD for the DMO taking on those duties.
The BOD are mostly small business owners who are already stretched thin.
How can you help the little guys?”
“Thank you for listening to the needs of the Gold Country.”
“I believe VCA has done an incredible job marketing, positioning, and
highlighting all California has to offer for so long, that our focus needs to
continue towards destination management. What would happen if we could
focus our collective resources on regenerative travel where guests feel they
are making a positive impact when they travel? (Communities, environment,
and local businesses) Let's move beyond sustainable as the goal and treat
the entire category like we do with our businesses. #GrowthMindset”
“Almost every visitor enters through a gateway city or has to stop in a
gateway city. By building a strong identity for the rural destinations as 'new'
experiences in California there will be a natural lift in the gateways...”

“State of California needs to reform its tax structure to expand work force
housing and universal health. It needs to pay educators salaries equal to a
professional engineer, so our K-12 and universities climb back to the tops in
the nation. Education and an equitable tax reform structure will define
California's ability to compete in the future.”
“I believe there are areas of California that are untapped tourism
opportunities; the Imperial Valley is one example of this. This region is not yet
on the 'tourism map' but there should be a segment in your structuring that is
designed around up and coming or 'new' areas as opposed to only focusing
on obvious destinations like San Diego, etc. Visit California should also help
tourists discover new and different places to visit that they would not have
known about if they hadn't visited your site. As an example, our area has
500,000acres of farmland; many families have probably never seen agriculture
up close but would love to expose their kids to picking their own carrots or
touring a cattle lot. These sorts of 'new tourism' need to be developed and
new resources allocated to do so.”
“Involve state and local policy makers to address ongoing and future issues
that may impact tourism.”
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Your advice and guidance are both timely and important. Do you have any additional advice you would like Visit
California to consider as we continue the process of structuring a statewide planning effort? Please indicate
your thoughts below.
“There needs to be a far greater focus on rural / regional marketing.”
“The North Coast Region used to have the Redwood Empire Association that
was very effective representing and facilitating our tourism community. Gone
now, need a similar organization.”
“You have hit the big issues. It is vital that we can attract & retain team members
to ensure our visitors have a great experience. Housing, transportation & safety
issues are of high importance. But of course, ensuring we are good stewards of
our community.”
“No one size fits all. Keep both metropolitan and rural destinations in mind,
domestic and international, leisure and business, etc. Don't out price your loyal
partners -- we're in this together!”
“The funding our DMO's need to attract business loss during the pandemic to
other state destinations with a more realistic policy on protocol to manager the
pandemic.”

“Our business is on the 395 corridor, making many tourists travel by small areas
on their way to their destination. If visit California could highlight hidden gems
in California, in smaller areas.”
“I would just encourage a balanced plan that considers not only gateway cities
but small destinations and small businesses.”
“Climate change and how it will affect tourism and travel in the future.”
“When budgeting, build in dollars for periodic polling of residents to measure
their awareness of this initiative.”
“We are working hard to brand or region and have been successful. Let's build
on that framework.”
“Short-term ensuring all know CA is open for visitors and for business travelers.
Once here ensuring the destinations can provide an excellent experience.”
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Your advice and guidance are both timely and important. Do you have any additional advice you would like Visit
California to consider as we continue the process of structuring a statewide planning effort? Please indicate
your thoughts below.
“It’s important to not put the burden of cost on small (1-8 million) restaurants
and hotels. This needs to be thought out, in an effort to support smaller
operations. Smaller operations tend to be more community minded, working to
support local POC, women, vet owned producers- shining a light on them as
well as themselves.”
“More educational opportunities from Visit California on sustainable tourism
practices.”
“Moving forward, environmental stewardship and responsibility will become
increasingly important to the tourism industry.”
“Taking care of the homeless, it's a disgrace to show our city so dirty and that
we don't do anything to relocate them.”

“Don't rely too heavily on consultants, third-party macro thinkers or political
agendas. There is more science than art to this effort.”
“I'm a little skeptical about the capacity to construct a meaningful plan with
such a diverse set of destinations. In Sonoma County, we opted to pursue our
own master plan as we believe this will better address the issues impacting our
destination and engage all stakeholders in more directed conversations.”
“I think common issues weave throughout both urban and rural areas.
Homelessness, for example, is becoming such a massive issue in our rural area.
I think ensuring that issues aren't perceived to be in large urban areas only or
vice versa, is important for overall planning.”
“Make sure there is coordination between all the regions to avoids silos.”

“Climate change impacts.”
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Your advice and guidance are both timely and important. Do you have any additional advice you would like Visit
California to consider as we continue the process of structuring a statewide planning effort? Please indicate
your thoughts below.
“Priorities are very different from the gateways LA, SFO, SD, to the rural
communities. One strategy will not fit all scenarios. How to balance demands,
needs and hoped-for outcomes will be the biggest challenge.”
“There are numerous priorities with this plan, all of which could be viewed as #1
goal. I feel strongly that environmental impact of travel will rise to top as a
concern for travelers in the near future.”
“I applaud VCA for taking the lead on this important process. Many destinations
are undergoing similar processes. it might be useful for each of us to share our
plans with VCA as well.”
“I would suggest working groups of expertise in the field of topics. We need to
have a gen Z working group as they see travel and the world we live in. More
honest and less marketing professional.”
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Interview with Derek Kirk I GO-Biz
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The following represents a recap of a four-question interview held with Derek Kirk from GO-Biz.

Q1: The GO-Biz website describes travel and tourism as California’s most vital engines for economic growth. As
you think about the statewide planning process Visit California is preparing to lead, what key challenges are you
(GO-Biz) working on over the next two-five years that you need the travel and tourism industry to be an active
partner in addressing?
Coraggio Takeaway: The voice of the Travel & Tourism industry is critical to GO-Biz’s planning effort. The industry
will need to participate in conversations it maybe hasn’t had before or been part of.
The challenge is, we would love even more involvement from Travel & Tourism. We are asking of a lot of all our partners
across the state (not just Travel & Tourism) as it relates to our planning. For Travel & Tourism, we need the industry to be
willing to take an influential seat at the table and participate in conversations they maybe haven’t had before—things that
may be outside of their direct control, but their voice is still critical to making California and all its 13 regions work. Going
forward, I would like to see Visit California be part of the bigger conversation taking place like transportation or discussions
with the Housing Authority and others. As we at GO-Biz are working to develop our own strategies, we need Travel &
Tourism to be part of the conversation and think broader than they have in the past.

GO-Biz
Interview
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GO-Biz interview continued

Q2: Can you share a couple specific key activities or priorities you would like to see considered or explored in the statewide
planning process? Are there particular regions or areas of the state in which Travel & Tourism can amplify your (GO-Biz)
efforts?
Coraggio Takeaway: Visit California’s planning process will need to tailor its approach to different regions of the state with
an ear toward really understanding what each area needs to thrive. Part of the work should also include “teaching” more
rural areas how to compete from a tourism standpoint.
We deal in tourism regions and agriculture regions. Some regions feel they need to diversify their economies and that should be GOBiz’s priority. Other areas of the state feel those regions that already sustain the state should be our priority. The important thing to
keep in mind is that there are some areas of the state where the economies are entirely tourism oriented. With this in mind, we need
to do work on reframing the current conversation that characterizes the tourism industry as low-paying jobs. The narrative needs to
become that... there are fabulous jobs—head of household jobs!
Urban/metro areas have been devastated by Covid. They will certainly need help. And rural communities are trying to create
experiences, so that they are competitive and relevant. We owe it to them to help them figure this out. Plumas County, for example,
needs be part of the tourism economy—but they may not know how compared to say San Francisco or other larger areas with more
developed programs.

GO-Biz
Interview

Lassen County has only two vehicle charging stations. How do we help them figure that out? We need to teach rural counties how to
fish through this process. Rural counties need help and focus. They’ll never attract what LA, SD, SF can attract, but they are still
important to making tourism work in California.
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GO-Biz interview continued

Q3: What are the most important elements to explore/include in each of the strategic plans? Do the
elements vary by region? If so, how?
Coraggio Takeaway: Visit California might consider aligning with GO-Biz’s 13-region structure for
greater efficiency and impact. The Visit California project will need to consider local issues and
challenges in each region.
The worker component will be critical for the entire state—but remember this challenge includes housing
and transportation as well if we are to address real needs. Visit California will need to know what the
challenges are for specific regions. We would like to see each plan weave in Climate Change and mitigation
considerations.
My concern with tourism’s 12-region structure is that no one likes it. Sacramento, Chico, and the valley are
in same region—that doesn’t make sense. Our 13 regions may make more sense. For example, planning
around the K-16 collaborative and Regional Climate Adaptation have aligned with our 13-regions. Ideally
Visit CA would, too. We are realigning our I-Hub program against the 13 regions, too. We want to build
regionally based capacity—trying to get other agency partners to align similarly. This makes sense from a
coordination perspective, and I think we would have greater impact and efficiency if we were all similarly
structured.

GO-Biz
Interview
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GO-Biz interview continued

Q4: You may remember the poster exercise at Outlook in February (will reframe if the person I talk
with wasn’t there). One of the questions had each table team fast forwarding 10 years and
imagining the impacts of a successful coordinated statewide tourism planning effort. Can you
share your thinking on what that looks like to you?
Coraggio Takeaway: GO-Biz is supportive of the statewide tourism planning work and wants to be
at the table as a solid strategic partner. They are hiring people specifically for their planning work
and, in that way, can bring capacity to the work that Visit California will be doing.
Pre-Covid, California’s tourism industry had greatest run ever. In 10 years, there would be more economic
opportunity spread to more places across the state and delivering those opportunities in a way that lifts
everyone. Visit California’s plans should help everyone better understand that tourism is essential to
California’s economy (in every region). My hope is that these plans can help ensure that everyone knows
tourism is critical to our ability to move California forward.

GO-Biz
Interview

GO-Biz wants to be at the table for these plans. Derek is hiring a regional coordinator in all 13 regions.
This will be a technical assistance role for local partners. I’d like my staff to support Visit California’s
regional planning efforts. There will be three regional managers as well who will help to keep everything
organized. In all, there will be 22 staff people living and traveling across state to add capacity.
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Additional Information: below are a few additional thoughts Derek shared
Timing: The timing for the GO-Biz planning work will follow a similar timeline as Visit California’s planning
project. They will be sharing public input guidelines they’ve been gathering very soon. The RFP will likely
launch May 24th. We will go dark a bit in the summer. Conveners will be announced in July/August and
tables set by October 1st. The GO-Biz planning process will span approximately one to two years.
We have looked to Visit California on travel and tourism in the past. It’s not our (GO-Biz’s) thinking to
step in at all on travel & tourism. We want to add as much capacity as we can to Visit California’s efforts.
We want to help. We want to learn as much as we can and look forward to being involved.
GO-Biz would like to cast one regional vision (for each of the 13 regions) that every community in that
region can lean into and feel good about—the idea is all about agreed upon regional goals. This is a new
approach—different than we’ve taken before.

GO-Biz
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Thank you for the opportunity to partner
with you on this important project.

503.493.1452 | coraggiogroup.com
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